Alteration in dentate neuronal activities associated with perforant path kindling. III. Enhancement of synaptic inhibition.
Changes in the hippocampal commissural inhibition of dentate granule cell firing following perforant path kindling were examined by analysis of field potentials recorded in freely moving rats. Prior stimulation of the contralateral dentate hilus inhibits the dentate population spike response to perforant path stimulation at interpulse intervals of less than 11 ms via GABAergic control. This measure of inhibition was gradually enhanced from 26.6% to 76.9% by kindling stimulations delivered to the perforant path once a day for 3 weeks. It then decreased from 76.9% to 54.6% within 2 weeks after the last kindling trial, and remained at approximately this value for another 18 days of observation. Similarly, the mean maximum duration of commissural inhibition significantly increased from 7.43 ms to 10.6 ms during the kindling period, and decreased to 8.29 ms 2 weeks later. These results indicate that perforant path kindling temporarily increased the synaptic inhibition of granule cells, in a close temporal relationship to the temporary decrease in the granule cell excitability observed in our preceding study.